ENGAGEMENT CASE STUDY
Saudi Arabia’s Leading
Cable Manufacturing
Organization Implements
SharePoint Online Intranet

CUSTOMER BACKGROUND
The Customer is headquartered in the industrial city of
Bahra, and has become one of the leading companies
operating in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. It has rapidly
built a fine reputation for manufacturing high-quality
wiring and cabling products.

HIGHLIGHTS
Industry : Manufacturing
Project Duration : Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Engagement Since : 2019

THE BUSINESS CASE
The Customer’s requirement was for an Intranet Portal
Solution to consolidate channels for staff and provide a
central information repository for people working from
several locations. Additionally, they needed a tool that
would promote the idea of sharing and collaboration
between teams based in different locations.

Solution Snapshot :
• 4500 Active Employees using the Portal
• Responsive Intranet Portal
• Business processes developed for Sales,
Purchase, Manufacturing, Finance, & Warehouse
functions
• Ofﬁce 365
• SharePoint Online

BUSINESS SOLUTION

• Microsoft Flows

Godrej Infotech has considerable expertise in delivering complete enterprise solutions using Microsoft
Technologies. Equipped with our wide range of technical skills & networking development environment
knowledge, we approached to solve the client’s
problem by developing a Document Management
Solution with the following features:

• Delve

• Department wise workﬂows
• Delegation
• Assigned concepts
• Latest news & events
• Company information
• Meeting room booking
• Tip-of-the-day
• Important numbers
• Knowledge base
• Organization chart
• Company employees list

• Teams

• Employee proﬁles
• OneDrive integration
• Dashboard

BENEFITS

• Reopen functionality
• Different color themes
• Suggestions
• Discussion board
• Canteen menu & subscription
• Polls & results
• Phone directory
• People search
• New employees information
• Quick links
• Power BI reports
• Delve integration

• Responsive Intranet Portal with advance search
directory
• Documents Storage at centralized location
• Entire company and employee information can be
found at one place for easy tracking
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Godrej Infotech Ltd, part of $4.1 Bn. Godrej group and
Infor Gold Channel Partner*, is software services
consulting company with HQ in Mumbai and having
operations across India, Middle-East, APAC & Europe,
perpetuating the tradition of excellence by its
illustrious parent group, Godrej Infotech has set new
benchmark in IT solutions. Godrej Infotech Limited has
embarked on the journey of Business Excellence using
EFQM 2013, which outlines the foundation of
achieving sustainable excellence. Each of our service
offerings follow our proprietary methodologies derived
from the Best Practices provided by the product
company and our years of experience of similar
Implementation.
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